










  



 

 



 



  aaddvvaannttaaggee!!  – beverly hills interiors 
 

* Unique Pedigree 

      Education in London, Paris and Florence Italy, enhanced by living in 8 countries on 4 

continents, extensive global travels, designing estate homes as large as 75,000 sq. ft., 

and serving demanding Hollywood celebrities, distinguishes our background from 

that of many other designers and decorators. 
 

* Unique Experience and Management Skills  
High-profile clients not only present artistic challenges, but demand accounting and 

complex management skills. In their search for faults, the celebrities’ lawyers, 
managers, and accountants highly scrutinize our projects. Achieving success, and 

with praise, is both gratifying and rewarding.  
 

* TV Set-Design Experience  
Rich experience in TV Set Design from London and Hollywood adds a sense of drama 

and great versatility to our designs, and projects are executes almost instantly, when 

required- worldwide!  
 

* High Efficiency  
Whether our projects are in Beverly Hills, or internationally, we always engage a 

project superintendant who hires trades people to implement our detailed designs 

and specifications, and these projects are executed at the same level of efficiency 

equaling to our domestic projects. Our last 3 projects involved presentations to clients 

in Asia, Africa and Europe. A project near Washington, DC was completed in 19 days; 

proving distance does not affect success of a project- proper planning and 

execution do.  
 

* Great Savings  
With many designers shopping in fancy design-centers, we enjoy Factory-Direct 

relationships that result in great savings, of up to 25%, while receiving personal and 

instant customer-service attention. Projects outside the U.S. bring the clients 

additional savings of 17%-21% in VAT- for a whopping 46% in total savings!  
 

* Extraordinary Transport  
While global suppliers lower cost, our affiliation with an import & export company 

saves many thousands on air and sea transit.  
 

* Ron Dayan’s Reputation  

Proven marketing advantage for real estate developers, estate agents and owners 

of prime properties where buyers are drawn to designs by Ron Dayan, hailed: “The 

Designer to the Rich & Famous” which result in properties selling at substantially higher 

prices. Recently, projects offered to us clearly showed Beverly Hills Interior is preferred 

to Armani Casa and Versace Casa.  

 
 

205 South Beverly Drive Suite 207  Beverly Hills, CA 90212 USA   

Tel. +1-310-289-7826    U.S. & Canada (888)897-9095                   

www.BeverlyHillsinteriors.net   




